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Research Question 
• Do IGOs that act as agents of international law 

contribute to interstate peace and 
cooperation?

• Highly institutionalized IGOs that advance hard 
international law are provided with authority 
by states, and should contribute to interstate 
peace.

• Importantly, states that are more densely 
connected through a network of hard-law IGOs 
should especially enjoy higher levels of peace. 



Theoretical Foundations

• Legalization perspective from the rational-design 
of institutions literature: IGOs are products of 
states’ preferences formed to produce collective 
goods and reduce transaction costs, which may 
require the creation and enforcement of rules and 
norms.

• IGOs may require some degree of independence 
and centralization (Abbott and Snidal 1998), 
which for our project requires the transfer of 
authority to IGOs and the design of institutional 
mechanisms to carry out their hard-law based 
regulatory missions.   



Hard International Law and IGOs

• Law can be soft or hard depending on the 
obligations of states, the precision of language 
in agreements, and the delegation of authority 
to third-parties (OPD) (Abbott et al. 2000)

• IGOs vary in by their “hardness” depending on 
how legalized by their institutional design in 
relation to OPD.

• The degree of hardness (high legalization) 
affects IGO mission and effectiveness through 
institutional mechanisms



Hard-Law Networks and Peace
• The embeddedness of states within the hard-law 

network reflects a commitment to use IGOs to help 

manage interstate conflicts.

• Hard law IGOs should make non-compliant state 

behavior illegitimate in relation to international 

norms and rules, and foster multilateral cooperation.

• States in the hard-law network should more likely 

adopt law and behaviors that are not just contract-

based, but internalize deeper norms and values, and 

seek to advance and strengthen international law.



IGO Missions and Hard Law

• We apply Oran Young’s regime typology to IGO 
missions 

• regulatory IGOs –those acting as agents of 
international law- and generative IGOs –those 
creating new norms and law- tend to be ‘hard’ in  
legalization and institutional design

• Procedural and Programmatic IGOs are less 
likely to be `hard` in legalization and design.



Hypotheses

• Dyads of states highly embedded in the 
international hard-law network should share a 
high degree of commitment to international law, 
and thus be less likely to militarize their 
conflicts.

• These same dyads should also be less likely to 
escalate their militarized conflicts to fatalities.

• The denser the network of hard-law based IGOs 
in the international system, the lower the onset 
of militarized interstate disputes in the 
international system.

• Same if we use fatal MIDs



IGO Mission and Hardness

• We measure the Hardness of international law 
as endowed in an IGOs institutional attributes 
based on:

• Codified operations and procedures 

• Bureaucracy to implement programs or 
agreements 

• Formal voting procedures 

• Decisions are binding on states 

• Judicial mechanism



IGOs and their Hardness Index
• A minority of IGOs have high hardness index of 4 or above



IGO Networks and International Law

• IGOs create collective structures (networks) 
that impact international law and the behavior 
of states

• We explore these law-contributing structures 
as one-mode and two-mode networks

• From a one-mode perspective high hardness 
index (4 of above) constitute a tie

• From a two-mode perspective states’ shared 
membership in high-hardness IGOs create an 
affiliation weighted network



High Hardness IGO Affiliation Networks
• IGOs as two-mode networks: joint membership in highly 

legalized IGOs versus all IGOs



High hardness IGO network in 2005



Empirical Tests
• We study 1980 to 2005 due to data availability

• Systemic and Non-directed Dyad tests

• The hardness variable measures IGOs’ 
institutional features on a 0-5 scale, and we 
select on the ‘hardest IGOs with scores of 4 or 5 
to create our network density and 
centralization variables.  



Variables

Y:  MID Onset , Fatal Mid Onset

Dyadic X variables:

• Dyadic Hard-Law Network Shared 
Embeddedness, Both Mature Democracies, 
Capability Ratio, Contiguity, Major Power Dyad

Systemic variables: Y=MID onset count:

• Hard-Law Network Density and Power 
Concentration



Table 1. Shared highly legalized IGO ties and MID onset (logit analysis) 

Coeff. SE Coeff SE

Capability Ratio 0.977 0.114 0.81 0.167

Mature Democracies -0.369 0.149 -0.877 0.229

Contiguity 4.312 0.105 4.873 0.152

Shared Highly Leg. IGOs -0.009 0.003 -0.009 0.004

MP Dyad 1.609 0.111 1.177 0.004

Intercept -7.696 0.114 -8.471 0.167

N

AIC

All MIDs Fatal MIDs

311301

5350.4

311301

3113.4



Table 2. Network density and number of MIDs in the system (poisson event count analysis)

Coeff. SE Coeff SE Coeff. SE Coeff. SE

Density -66.285 63.801 -259.253 78.222 -70.202 95.433 -85.595 101.643

System Concentration 15.908 3.923 22.887 4.773 23.988 5.464

N States 0.037 0.016 0.048 0.031

N Major Powers -0.169 0.267 -0.206 0.282

N Mature Democracies -0.009 0.021

Intercept 3.888 0.664 2.056 0.805 -7.145 1.423 -8.528 3.554

N

AIC 299.55 285.33 221.41 223.23

Mod. 1 Mod. 2 Mod. 3 Mod. 4

25 25 25 25



Conclusions

• Our analysis shows that states embedded 
together in a network of hard-law based IGOs 
are more likely to enjoy peace relative to other 
states that do not share these network 
connections

• Though are data on the systemic level are 
limited by the number of years in our analysis, 
the denser the network of hard-law based IGOs 
in a given year, the fewer militarized disputes


